Welcome to SKIDATA Parking.Logic V14

SKIDATA Parking Logic V14 offers many new features that make operation easier and more profitable. Customers will experience their parking facilities with a higher standard of comfort and service.

Automatically updated

Main feature

- Automation improves and accelerates software distribution and installation. This makes your processes even more efficient and secure.

Benefits

- Higher system availability through reduction of offline times, thus increasing productivity
- Enhanced system stability
- Increased IT security through automatic updates of Microsoft and SKIDATA software
- Increased data security and system availability
- Software is automatically always up to date

Functionalities

- Automatic check and download of software (updates/hotfixes)
- Automatic distribution of the software in the plant
- Automatic installation of the software in the background
- Reduction of installation and offline times
Extended integration possibilities

Main feature
With its new functions, you can integrate V14 more easily into your existing IT infrastructure.

Benefit
By better integrating with your existing IT infrastructure and processes, you increase management efficiency.

Functionalities
- Customer-specific PC designation
- Windows 10 IoT virtualization capability
- Hyper-V Gen-II virtualization platform

Optimization possibilities through extended statistics

Main feature
Optimize your operations in terms of device utilization, workforce planning, and marketing activities.

Benefits
- See exactly which payment devices have been used and how often, and react depending on the workload by repositioning the pay stations or diverting the streams of visitors
- Measure the success of your marketing campaigns and carry out customer behavior analyses. Simply evaluate how your rewards were used and where customers came from
Operational Dashboards

Main feature

With the new dashboard types, you can plan cash handling more accurately, react earlier to workload peaks and better monitor marketing campaigns.

Benefits

- Monitor maximum cash levels and minimize the risk of losing cash.
- Obtain proactive information on the occupancy rate of your car parks by user group: see how many short- or long-term parkers (or other counting classes such as taxis or buses) are in your car park.
- Define a capacity limit (in percentages) for when you will receive a notification. This enables you to take measures in good time and divert your customers accordingly.
- You have active control over your marketing campaigns as well as over the compensation paid by your business partners.

Increased security

Main feature

V14 makes your system even safer and more stable.

Functionalities

- Automatic installations of SKIDATA software
- Encrypted communication with state-of-the-art field devices (Power.Gate / Lite.Gate)
- Mandatory use of strong passwords
More comfortable and faster payment at the exit

Main feature

V14 offers a new way to optimize payment in the exit lane by means of license plate recognition.

Benefits

- It is no longer necessary to feed the short parking ticket at the exit column
- The tariff calculation starts automatically as soon as the license plate has been recognized
- The payment process via credit card or prepaid card can be carried out immediately, therefore the throughput in the multi-story car park is increased

Greater flexibility when issuing special tickets

Main feature

The previous restriction on the number of possible special tickets has now been lifted in V14. Special tickets can now be freely configured and issued via the remote control center at the entrance columns

Benefits

- In garage operations, it is possible to react flexibly to any number of different customer groups in the entry lanes
- Via the control center, up to 99 different tickets can now be issued in the entry lane for the respective customer
- Controlled issue of special tickets for e.g. suppliers, buses, security, parcel services and many more
Mobile solution for more flexibility

Main feature

The Mobile.Gate parking app enables you to manage your car park wherever you are.

Benefits

- Ticket issuing, cash register function, payment and exit function in one app
- Temporarily expand your car park capacities and manage your parking spaces cost-effectively without a fixed equipment infrastructure
- Intuitive handling reduces training and education to a minimum
- High security, as the data is stored in a central database and not on the mobile device
- The app is available for iOS and Android